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Stay up to date on the latest news from Living Pianos. email:infolivingpianos.com. You will need the
serial number of the piano to determine age (click>>Where Is A Piano's Serial #?).
Piano Emporium offers comprehensive antique piano information & restoration guides for a variety of
antique pianos. Appraisals are available. .. Look Up Quick Results Now! Find Related Search and
Trending Suggestions Here.. I'm considering purchasing a Baldwin Hamilton Player Piano. It's
considered an antique since it's quite old. Serial Number is 11829, mahogany finish.. - find the age &
serial number of your piano Some p iano manufacturers place serial numbers in various places. The
age of your piano is determined by the Serial Number .. Searches Revealed: These Are Our Top Links
For Your Search Results!. Find More Answers & Better Results For Fast Answers.. What is the value of
an upright Baldwin piano, serial number baldwin serial 1412586 The Piano Blue book - Answered by
a verified Musical Instrument Appraiser
The Wurlitzer piano and organ brands and U.S. manufacturing facilities were acquired by the Baldwin
Piano & Organ Co. .
Baldwin pianos, company history, and serial numbers can be found on this page.
A piano with that serial number was probably made by Baldwin around 1950 and might have a top
resale value between $1000 and $1100, depending on condition of the interior and exterior of the.
Find Piano Value .. For example: "Hamilton" by Baldwin or "Cable Nelson" by Everett.. Piano Seller
Information Form. . Steinways typically feature another 4-digit number prominently on the inside of
the piano. This is not the serial number.. Official Baldwin Piano site: Buy pianos. Get Baldwin piano
information. We use cookies to understand how you use our site, give you an awesome experience,
and deliver our services. .. The collection begins with a small amount of Correspondence, which
contains correspondence between the Baldwin Piano Company and three other piano manufacturing
firms.. Value of a 1962 Baldwin upright - serial number 725571, Very good condition, One owner Answered by a verified Musical Instrument Appraiser We use cookies to give you the best possible. A
piano's serial number is important to determine its age, condition, repair history, all of which will
affect its value. .. Here is a list of Baldwin piano serial numbers correlated with year.. Stock Market
Financial and Global Geopolitical News
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